NONPROFIT

Backup for Good

Bringing nonprofits peace of mind while working in the cloud

Nonprofits are managing their entire orgnizations using applications such as
Salesforce and Google Apps—from maintaining donor relationships, to
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collaborating on grant proposals, and running volunteer programs. The critical
data stored in these applications is often not protected from data loss due to
hacking, malicious behavior, sync malfunctions, or just plain human error.
Nonprofits can't afford to lose this critical data or spend time recovering it.
This is why nonprofits are turning to Spanning Backup—so they can operate
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confidently in the cloud.

How Backing Up Moves Your Mission Forward
Spanning Backup provides automated, daily backup and recovery of SaaS
application data and stores your information in a private and secure sector of

Exclusive Nonprofit Offer
5 FREE SEATS FOR 5 YEARS
Qualified nonprofits get 5 free

the cloud.

seats of Spanning Backup for

SPANNING BACKUP FOR GOOGLE APPS
Automated daily and on-demand back up of your Gmail, Drive, Calendars,
Contacts and Sites data. It's the most accurate, granular data recovery backed

Google Apps, Spanning Backup
for Salesforce and Spanning
Backup for Office 365 for five

by our 100% restore guarantee.

years, plus a discount of 25% off
SPANNING BACKUP FOR SALESFORCE

any additional seats.

The first and only in-app backup and restore solution for Salesforce. Say
goodbye to the manual, weekly exports and move to daily, automated backup

spanning.com/backup-for-good

and rapid recovery of critical data, attachments, files and metadata.
"We rely on Spanning Backup because it
fully recreates what's in Google Apps, and

SPANNING BACKUP FOR OFFICE 365
Enterprise-grade backup with easy-to-use restore across desktop, tablet and
mobile environments.

by adding new product features
important to us."

Learn more about Spanning's Backup for Good Program or to apply for
your free seats visit www.spanning.com/backup-for-good
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- Paul Inhoriboon, Director of Tech
Infrastructure, The Alzheimer's Association
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